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“Watch out for our time date
around Jan 7th… 90% of the
time it is a top.”
- Written forecast:
(to my stock broker): 8 Dec 2002
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“…when the market decides to
run up into this date, it gives us a
warning bottom around the 17th
December… so this is basically
what we are watching out for”
- Written forecast:
(to my stock broker): 8 Dec 2002
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S&P ASX 200
ONE EMAIL…
TWO SUCCESSFUL FORECASTS…
TO THE EXACT DAY… ALL IN ADVANCE!
In late 2002, I wrote to my stock broker
providing him with my timing calculations for
the Australian stock market over the next few
weeks ahead. Whilst the rest of the market
had become wildly bullish, my timing
calculations were indicating that a major stock
market top was due.
The first of my calculations called for a market
‘bottom around 17 December 2002’ where I
then expected the ASX 200 would run up to
higher prices and make a top on my forecast
date of 7 Jan 2003.

Both calculations were correct and a 14% fall
in Australian stock prices immediately
followed.
A number of the trading techniques described
in Trading with the Time Factor were all
present when I made this forecast. These
included the use of Pitch Lines, repeating
Sections of the Market and finally my own
trading to Time indicator.
All of these techniques, plus many more are
described in detail in my course Trading
with the Time Factor – and explained,
simply.
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S&P ASX 200
ONE EMAIL…
TWO SUCCESSFUL FORECASTS…
TO THE EXACT DAY… ALL IN ADVANCE!
In late 2002, I wrote to my stock broker
providing him with my timing calculations for
the Australian stock market over the next few
weeks ahead. Whilst the rest of the market
had become wildly bullish, my timing
calculations were indicating that a major stock
market top was due.
The first of my calculations called for a market
‘bottom around 17 December 2002’ where I
then expected the ASX 200 would run up to
higher prices and make a top on my forecast
date of 7 Jan 2003.

Both calculations were correct and a 14% fall
in Australian stock prices immediately
followed.
A number of the trading techniques described
in Trading with the Time Factor were all
present when I made this forecast. These
included the use of Pitch Lines, repeating
Sections of the Market and finally my own
trading to Time indicator.
All of these techniques, plus many more are
described in detail in my course Trading
with the Time Factor – and explained,
simply.markets.
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S&P ASX 200
Learn how to use
these forecasting
techniques plus more
in – Trading with
the Time Factor
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For further information.

thetimefactor.com
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